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Case Study



Client: 

Industry: EdTech

About the Client:

EAB works with more than 2,500 institutions to drive transformative change through 

data-driven insights and best-in-class capabilities. From kindergarten to college to a 

career, EAB partners with leaders and practitioners to accelerate progress and drive 

results across five major areas: enrollment, student success, institutional strategy, data 

& analytics, and diversity, equity, and inclusion.
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The EAB deployment team faced a host of challenges when looking to automate 

deployments at all phases for continuous integration and delivery.

• Their existing monolithic architecture-based applications made it difficult to push 

any new features without affecting the whole application. A few business-critical 

applications required to be moved away from architecture-based applications to 

microservices.

• Managing IAM keys and keeping with security protocols was a hassle.

• There was a need for upgrading third-party agents on all instances.

• The monitoring tools lacked coverage and were not implemented as per best 

practices. Event alerting and insight was a major blind spot for technical teams and 

management.
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The Business Challenge
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The Teqfocus Team Solution:

• The process was to decommission old legacy applications that were running on EC2 

instances and migrate them to a high availability cluster with the Autoscaling 

feature enabled.

• Snowflakes in the CI/CD process that developers were using were causing 

discrepancy issues. Teqfocus team set a CI/CD standard by implementing DevOps 

best practices and creating CI/CD Jenkins file templates that can be leveraged by 

other teams.

• Deployment frequency production was improved by adding new features in 

FastTrack as per the client’s requirements.

• There was planning and implementation of the IAM key rotation that was put in 

place on more than 250+ instances via RightScale.

• Every step-by-step instruction was documented for the CI/CD, IAM key rotation, as 

well as third-party application upgrades.

• Working with the client DevOps team, we automated their disaster recovery process 

on AWS. We implemented an autoscaling process based on the incoming load from 

end-users, and have a well-accepted automated deployment strategy in place 

across the environments.
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Outcome with Teqfocus:

• The move away from monolithic architecture-based applications to microservices. 

This resulted in decreasing downtimes significantly. Feature addition was simplified 

and fast-tracked.

• A well-thought strategy for rotating IAM keys and third-party agent upgrades was 

implemented using a Signal Science agent. EAB services now have high availability, 

applications are more elastic, and they can scale up or down based on the end 

user’s consumption.

Services and Tools used:
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Teqfocus is a technology consulting and services company with over 250+ IT 

professionals worldwide. We deliver through our extensive portfolio of IT services with 

our immensely skilled and experienced consultants. Our wide range of services 

includes Business Application Implementations, Product Engineering, Data 

Engineering and Analytics, Cloud Services, User Experience, Technology Advisory, 

Transformation Office, and Legacy Migrations & Integrations. Our expertise addresses 

the growing needs of enterprises in industries such as EdTech, Life Sciences & 

Healthcare, Manufacturing, Mortgage, and Finance. 

Teqfocus is a Salesforce Silver Consulting Partner, Salesforce India Reseller Partner & 

AWS Advanced Consulting Partner based out of Toronto, Canada with offices across 

the US, India, and the UK. We take pride in having a diverse range of technology 

experts which is one of the reasons we are not only favored but also recognized as one 

of the best technology companies to work with.

Teqfocus delivers relevant solutions, keeping the current market requirements and 

pace of technology in mind. We focus on Conceptualizing, Designing, Engineering, 

Building, and Managing products and delivering experiences for Enterprises looking to 

disrupt through innovation and scale.

About Teqfocus

marketing@teqfocus.comwww.teqfocus.com
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